IF YOU NEED
Window Shades
CALL UP MAIN 21!

We are makers of high-grade Shades.
In their manufacture we use the heaviest
hand-made oiled opales. Every Shade is
mounted on Harrisons rollers.
Our Shades are hung with screws, which
do not mar the casing.
They run true, exclude all the light and
are made to last.
The price is no higher than you would
pay for machine-made opales, cheap rollers
and poor workmanship.

J. G. MACK & CO.
86-88 THIRD STREET

Dr. B. E. Wright
The Painless Dentist

With the utmost care and skill, and without
causing the slightest pain to the patient, The Largest and
Best Equipped Dental Office in West Coast,
342½ Washington Street, Corner Seventh.
Tele No. 2115.

Portland Hotel Co.

Empire Theater

Star Theater

Great Yale Hill Today

Ladies' Special: One Cent

Baker Theater

All Tickets on Sale

The Lyric Theater

What Happened to Smith

Can't Miss

SULLIVAN'S DENTAL OFFICE

114 5th Avenue

Baker Street

Sixty-One Years in Portland.
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